To whom is may concern:

I have been infected with an unknown pathogen and can not seem to find a physician who is willing to accept the challenge. I've been to countless physicians, have had many tests and still haven't been able to detect what it is that has infected by body and invaded my home. I have many photos, taken with a digital microscope, and have many symptoms. The story is long, but I will be brief in fear of not being taken seriously. I've been calling, mailing and e-mailing every agency, university, anyone, but most e-mails have seemed to have not reached the contract. I've also been visiting a web site, www.skinparasites.com, for support but suspect false hope.

What I'm asking, for the grace of God, is for compassion, for a human being to answer, not a red taped "not allowed to give medical advice" robot. Please, just hint, guide me, what tests should I ask for? bacteria? mold? lyme? trematodes? fungus? streptomycyes? pseudomonas? WHAT? Whatever it is that has infected me has many stages and so far, cannot be killed. Please, its been almost a year, even though some remedies work, but only for a short time. My memory is fading, concentration is poor and health slowly worsening. My mom past xxxxxxx, many symptoms but hospital says heart. I suspect otherwise. I have many notes, test results, whatever you need. Black specs, lint-like worms, snake-heads, goo-like worms, uncommon insects, crystal specs, mineral-like rocks, what look like flukes. HELP! I have my photos posted. Please, please, browse them. Most were taken at 60x, some at 10x, and some were blown out of nose, skin, stool, ears, etc… Photos are clear and speak for themselves. Please go to: xxxxxxxxx(web address)xxxxxxxxx and hit "my photos." If you have trouble accessing, please e-mail me at xxxxxxxxx. Someone has been sending a virus and somehow intercept my e-mails.

Please, any help, advice, anything, some mercy please! I want my life back. I need my life back. I'll pay consulting fees, I'll fly, travel, whatever! I don't know how much more I can take. Almost a year, I've done hours of resarch, home experiments, I've separated facts from assumptions! I KNOW this is not an isolated incident, there must be an explanation, but I don't want one. I just need help, advice, direction. On my soul, it would be totally confidential , or mail me anonymous answer---whatever!

Sincerely,

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx